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RESEARCH AND OPTIMIZATION
OF BRAGG FIBER-OPTIC PARAMETERS

Abstract. Fiber Bragg Gratings (FBG) are widely used in different areas of the state-of-the-art fiber optics. Every task imposes specified requirements to the FBG spectral characteristics, which are scheduled at the gratings manufacturing stage.

Manufacturing and using the Bragg fiber-optic gratings is impossible without measuring their characteristics at every stage of manufacturing the gratings themselves and devices on their basis. To select FBG’s optimal parameter we will compare the parameter SGW with several different the most widely used apodization functions. Upon manufacturing the FBG there applied strict requirements to their parameters. Recording or manufacturing the Bragg fiber gratings might be classified according to the type of the laser being used, radiation wave length, recording techniques, irradiation material and grating type.

The article is dedicated to the techniques of computing and measuring the FBG’s principal parameters; it is necessary to define optimal parameters of the characteristics for the grating quality operation.

Keywords: Bragg fiber gratings, mathematical model, measurement methods, optimal parameters, spectral characteristics.

Introduction. Let’s choose the apodized FBG as an example. Bragg’s apodized gratings. Bragg’s homogeneous gratings spectrum, being an addition to the base peak, also has undesirable high indirect side lobes, which generate cross-interference between neighboring channels.

FBG definite applications impose certain requirements to the reflectance spectrum form, which is specified by the grating refractive index profile, one of the common requirements to them is absence of side lobes. The phenomenon thereof is undesirable, because it strives to the wave liquidation.

Appearance of side lobes is connected with the fact that the Bragg grating structure, which has a finite length, quickly starts and finishes. It is of paramount importance to eliminate these side lobes reflective factors and bring it to the minimum. The most widely used method to eliminate the side lobes is the Bragg fiber gratings apodization. It means, that the reflection coefficient amplitude is modulated in such a manner, that it increases and decreases gradually in compliance with the applied function. Thus, the apodization is a highly valued instrument for smoothing the Bragg grating reflection spectrum, but it also influences at the gratings dispersion characteristics. Apodization might be reached by means of UV light action.

As it has been described above, an important element, defining the Bragg gratings quality is the size of the so-called side lobes, occurring in their spectral characteristics. In order to specify the gratings’ quality let’s introduce a new parameter which is called $S_{GW}$. 
**Bragg’s apodized gratings.** To select FBG’s optimal parameter we will compare the parameter $S_{eq}$ with several different the most widely used apodization functions. Upon manufacturing the FBG there applied strict requirements to their parameters. Paramount parameters of the fiber gratings is distribution of $\Delta n(x)$ reflection factor modulation amplitude and the law of the grating change period $\Delta \lambda(x)$ along the fiber longitudinal axis. Those parameters deviation from the demanded values brings to worsening the FBG spectral characteristics.

Recording or manufacturing the Bragg fiber gratings might be classified according to the type of the laser being used, radiation wave length, recording techniques, irradiation material and grating type [1].

Lasers, used for FBG recording might be both uninterrupted and impulse with radiation wave length from infra-red (IR) to ultraviolet (UV) spectrum range. Difference data specifies spatial and time coherence of optical radiation sources being used for recording, which in its turn defines the selection of FBG recording appropriate method. Among the base methods of FBG recording there is pointed out the phase mask method (PhM), interferometer method and step-by-step approach.

Phase mask method is the simplest and most effective as it allows excluding from the recording scheme the expensive vibro-isolating tables, vibro-isolated foundation and footings, necessary upon multipulsed recording, and at that, receiving gratings with required characteristics (figure 1). At the first stage the phase mask is formed by means of flashing the quartz plate covered with photoresist material. Flashing is fulfilled either with an electronic beam, controlled by a computer, or by forming interference image mask on the photoresist material surface. Only after the flashed plate etching there is formed the mask with necessary period $\Lambda_m$.

At the second stage there is formed the diffraction grating in the fiber [2-5]. For that purpose, the ultraviolet beam from the irradiation source is directed on the phase mask surface, light diffraction, on which there applied a number of light beams of different orders.

![Figure 1 – Scheme of FBG recording by means of phase mask (direct recording)](image)

![Figure 2 – Scheme of FBG recording in interferometer with beam amplitude separation of UV radiation](image)

In virtue of FBG short period they are manufactured, as a rule, using interference methods (figure 2). As the necessary grating structure recording process might last a few tens of minutes, the quality grating manufacturing is possible at interference picture high stability.

Such conditions might be secured only under appropriate spatial and temporal coherence of photo-inducing radiation, which anticipates strict requirements to radiation sources for FBG recording.

One more recording method is the step-by-step approach. This method’s attractiveness in that it eliminates the necessity of using the phase mask and allows recording the Bragg gratings with a resonance at any wave length [6].

Apart from that, the method thereof allows (Figure 3) forming any profiles of grating’s separate slit and total distribution of the amplitude of directed Refraction Index (RI) in whole, as well changing the period along the grating length [7-9], i.e., creating the chip FBG without using phase mask with the period variable along the length.
Growing interest to the Bragg optic fiber gratings results in occurrence of their multiple varieties. The most important property of the Bragg fiber gratings is the narrow-band optical radiation, the relative spectral width of which might constitute $10^{-5}$ and less. Fiber gratings advantages comparing to the alternative technologies (for instance, interference mirrors and volume gratings) are obvious: the wide variety of being received spectral and dispersive characteristics, most of which can be implemented only based on the fiber gratings refraction factor; completely fiber fulfillment; low optical losses; relative ease of fabrication and others [10-12].

The Bragg’s ideal fiber grating functioning is passing the beam crosswise, excluding passing the wave’s one length infinitely thin. Only the wave’s lengths, satisfying Bragg’s condition will be reflected and spread out in opposite direction. Sure enough, transmission and characteristics of reflection are distorted by the so called side lobes. This phenomenon, as it is shown in figure 4, is undesirable, as it strives to the wave liquidation [13-16].

It is very important to eliminate reflecting power of the side lobes thereof and lead them to the minimum. The most widely used method for eliminating the side lobes is Bragg fiber grating apodization [17]. It means, that refraction index amplitude is modulated in such a manner, that it grows and decreases in compliance with the applied function [18]. Thus, apodization is a valuable tool for smoothing the Bragg grating reflection spectrum but, as well, influences at grating dispersive characteristics. Apodization can be reached by means of UV-radiation impact.

Figure 5 shows the difference in sizes of the side lobes of Bragg fiber gratings reflection spectrum with apodization and without it.
In case of apodized Bragg gratings the amplitude modulation increases and gradually decreases. Under amplitude modulation method the ups and downs speed occurs along the fiber axis and depends on the apodization function.

The technology thereof has opened new possibilities for creating and optimizing the fiber-optic elements, in particular, the filters, dispersion compensation modules, lasers with the distributed feedback and fiber-optic sensors for different parameters measuring.

The most widely used method for eliminating the side lobes is the Bragg fiber gratings apodization. Side lobes suppression is reached at the expense of securing the smooth modulation amplitude change and leveling the average value of the directed refraction index along the grating, the so called grating profile apodization.

There exist a lot of refraction index profiles, which allow receiving the FBG spectrum with suppressed side lobes [19], at that, practical implementation of most of them requires technologically complicated scanning techniques.

Apodization primary functions or apodization profiles and their formulae:

- Gauss function \( g(z) = \exp \left[ -a \left( \frac{z - L}{L} \right)^2 \right] \);

- Raised sine function \( g(z) = \sin^2 \left( \frac{\pi z}{L} \right) \);

- Sinc function \( g(z) = \text{sinc}^2 \left( \frac{12(z - L/2)}{L} \right) \);

- Tanh function \( g(z) = 1 + \tanh \left[ T \left( 1 - 2 \left( \frac{z}{L_g} \right)^2 \right) \right] \);

- Blackman function \( g(z) = 0.42 + 0.5 \cos \left( \frac{\pi z}{a} \right) + \frac{1}{25} \cos \left( \frac{2\pi z}{a} \right) \);

- Hamming function \( g(z) = \frac{1 + H \cos \left( \frac{2\pi z}{T} \right)}{1 + H} \);

- Cosine function \( g(z) = \cos^2 \left( \frac{\pi z}{L_g} \right) \);

- Cauchy function \( T(z) = \frac{1 - \left( \frac{z}{L_g} \right)^2}{1 - \left( \frac{2z}{L_g} \right)^2} \).

The most widely applied apodization functions are: Gauss function, Sinc function, Blackman function and Cosine function.

Let’s consider the widely used apodization functions and their influence at spectral characteristics of Bragg fiber gratings:

Gauss function is expressed by the formula [20]:

\[
g(z) = \exp \left[ -a \left( \frac{z - L}{L} \right)^2 \right],
\]

Numerical solution

Examples of Gauss profiles for various parameters values \( a \) are represented in figures 6–9.
Figure 6 – Gauss apodization profiles for different values of parameter $\alpha$.

Figure 7 – Comparison of Bragg fiber gratings characteristics without apodization – blue line and apodized Gauss function at $\alpha = 2$ – red line.

Figure 8 – Comparison of Bragg fiber gratings spectral characteristics without apodization – blue line and apodized Gauss function at $\alpha = 3$ – red line.
Figures 7, 8 and 9 show differences in Bragg fiber gratings spectral characteristics without apodization and with apodization using Gauss function with different values of the parameter $a$. From the schemes thereof it is seen, that the number of side lobes decreases in apodized Bragg fiber gratings.

Another widely used apodization function is cosine one. The function is expressed by the formula [10]:

$$g(z) = \cos^A \left( \frac{\pi}{b_d} z \right),$$

where $A$ is the function parameter. Examples of profiles for different values of the parameter $A$ are given in figure 8.

It is clearly seen from the charts that the side lobes are decreased in apodized gratings.

One more function is used for Bragg grating apodization, it is the so called Blackman function. The function is described by the formula [12]:

$$g(z) = 0.42 + 0.5 \cos \left( \frac{\pi z}{a} \right) + \frac{2}{25} \cos \left( \frac{2\pi z}{a} \right),$$

where $a$ is the function’s parameter. Figure 14 shows Blackman function for different values of the parameter $a$. 

---
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Figure 11 – Comparison of Bragg fiber gratings spectral characteristics without apodization – blue line and apodized cosine function for wsp.
\( \Lambda = 2 \) – red line

Figure 12 – Comparison of Bragg fiber gratings spectral characteristics without apodization – blue line and apodized cosine function for wsp.
\( \Lambda = 3 \) – red line

Figure 13 – Comparison of Bragg fiber gratings spectral characteristics without apodization – blue line and apodized cosine function for wsp.
\( \Lambda = 5 \) – red line
Figure 14 – Blackman apodization function for different values of the parameter $a$

Figure 15 – Comparison of Bragg fiber gratings spectral characteristics without apodization – blue line and apodized Blackman function wsp.

- $a = 2$ – red line

Figure 16 – Comparison of Bragg fiber gratings spectral characteristics without apodization – blue line and apodized Blackman function wsp.

- $a = 5$ – red line
In figure 14, you can see, that Blackman function does not bring to big changes comparing to Gauss function. An important factor in case of applying Blackman apodization function is the occurrence of local minimum, which breaks down the base peak into two parts [13]. Charts 15 and 16 show, that the value rise as well increases the importance of the minimum thereof.

One more is the sine function. This function differs from others by the fact that it has two parameters. The formula describes the function as follows [21]:

$$g(z) = \text{sinc}^X \left( \frac{2(x-\frac{L}{2})}{L} \right)^Y,$$

(4)

where X and Y are functional parameters.

Figure 17 – Sine apodization function for different values of the parameter Y at constant value X=1

Figure 18 – Sine apodization function for different values of the parameter Y at constant value X=3

Figure 19 – Comparison of Bragg fiber gratings spectral characteristics without apodization – blue line and apodized sine function for wsp. X=1 and Y=1 – red line
Figure 20 – Comparison of Bragg fiber gratings spectral characteristics without apodization – blue line and apodized Blackman function for wwp. $X=3$ and $Y=1$ – red line

Figure 21 – Comparison of Bragg fiber gratings spectral characteristics without apodization – blue line and apodized sine function for wwp. $X=5$ and $Y=1$ – red line

Figure 22 – Comparison of Bragg fiber gratings spectral characteristics without apodization – blue line and apodized sine function for wwp. $X=1$ and $Y=3$ – red line
Figures 17 and 18 show, that in a proper way, in virtue of X and Y parameters change, it is possible to get several apodization profiles. At the same time from spectral characteristics charts in the figures 20-22 it is seen, that the side lobes exclude the parameter increase, but they introduce noise characteristics. By contrast, with raising the parameter Y the side lobes become a part of the base peak, which sufficiently distorts the grating characteristics.

It is said above, that the important element defining the Bragg grating quality is the size of the so called side lobes occurring in its spectral characteristics. In order to define the grating quality let’s introduce a new parameter which is called $S_{GW}$. This parameter is the ratio of the base peak power to the peak power of the biggest side lobe occurring in the grating characteristics. It is expressed by the following formula:

$$ S_{GW} = \frac{P_G}{P_W} $$

(5)

where $P_G$ is the base peak power, $P_W$ – peak power of the biggest side lobe. Definite Bragg grating characteristics with different Bragg waves and different values of reflection index and various grating lengths. The research assumes apodization of several most widely used functions and apodization functions factors change. Designed half-width and fiber strand width is 20 dB. Figure 23 shows the means of $S_{GW}$ parameter to define capacity maximum peak of the first lobe density. In contrast, Figure 24 shows the case when the higher order nets have the higher peak capacity.

---

**Figure 23** – Technique of defining $P_G$ and $P_W$, when the first-line peak capacity is high

**Figure 24** – Technique of defining $P_G$ and $P_W$, when the first-line peak capacity is less than the peak capacity of the higher order
Side lobes analysis has been conducted using five base apodization functions. In any case you will alter coefficient values of functions and data stored in the table. Modeling has been carried out for the fixed length value $L=3\text{mm}$ of the grating and reflection index $R=69,8\%$. Bragg wave length has been set at $1535\text{Nm}$. Each apodization function is provided with the table and chart of SGW index dependence on the apodization function. Due to the big size of the tables it was decided to show only functions charts in the work herein.

Figure 25 shows interrelation between $S_{GW}$ parameter and Gauss function parameter.

![Figure 25](image)

Figure 25 – Chart of the parameter $S_{GW}$ and Gauss function parameter

Figure 25 shows that the chart is broken down into two parts. It is due to the fact, that the parameter $a=2,8$ of the first-line side lobes becomes a part of the base peak. The chart shows that the apodized grating peak value is the ultimate of the signal backward reflection. The linear function value is approximated with two functions. First curve:

$$y = 0.216x + 1.299.$$  

Second curve:

$$y = 1.06x - 0.79.$$  

Next function for research is the cosine function.

![Figure 26](image)

Figure 26 – Chart of $S_{GW}$ parameter and cosine function parameter
Figure 26 shows that the scheme of dependences is broken down into two parts as in case of Gauss function. From the chart it is seen, that the first side lobes are decreased quicker, than the other succeedent. At value $a=3$, the side lobes of the second order become big.

In the chart it can also be seen, that at parameter increasing the side lobes capacity is decreased slower. At value $a=4.5$ the side lobes disappear completely. In spite of side lobes disappearance there exists rising noisiness, which distorts the spectrum characteristics. Dots on the chart are approximated by quadratic function.

First curve:

$$y = 0.75x^2 - 2.61x + 4.14,$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)

Second curve:

$$y = -0.26x^2 + 2.55x - 2.18.$$  \hspace{1cm} (9)

Next part of the work shows modeling, conducted for apodized Bragg grating by means of Blackman function. Figure 27 shows the chart of the parameter $S_{GW}$ and Blackman function parameter.

![Figure 27 - Chart of $S_{GW}$ parameter and Blackman function parameter](image)

Figure 27 shows the parameter value, indicating decrease of $S_{GW}$ along with increase of parameter $a$.

In case of applying the Blackman apodization function the base peak consists of two parts with equal values of peak power. With increasing the function parameter the base peak is deepened. It gives the possibility to use Bragg apodized gratings with Blackman function for two different aims. Function value is approximated with the function, being described through the formula:

$$y = x^2 - 0.21x + 2.27.$$  \hspace{1cm} (10)

Another feature, subjected to modeling, in order to define the Bragg grating apodization quality is quadratic function. Figure 28 shows the chart of $S_{GW}$ parameter and quadratic function.

Figure 28 shows that $S_{GW}$ parameter value sufficiently decreases with increase of the parameter $a$. That is, in order to eliminate the side lobes, the parameter ‘a’ shall be as small as possible comparing to a quadratic function. Apart from that, you can see that parameter $S_{GW}$ has the highest value, which equals to 1.41. That is, quadratic function is not effective for eliminating the side lobes, as it is described further in the function section herein. Dots on the chart have been approximated with quadratic function according the preset formula:

$$y = 0.02x^2 - 0.22x + 1.77.$$  \hspace{1cm} (11)
As the final apodization function the sinc-function has been tested. This function has two parameters X and Y. Figure 29 shows the chart 3D of $S_{GW}$ parameter dependence on two functional parameters of sinc function.

The chart on the figure 29 shows, that the parameter change does not considerably affect the side lobes sizes. Exclusion is the local minimum for values of the parameter X = 2.4. The chart shows, that with the parameter Y size growing the side lobes sufficiently decrease and the value of the parameter Y = 2.8 disappears completely leaving noise bands in the spectrum.
Conclusion. Proceeding from the above-received outcomes of testing the different apodization functions with the aim of quality check and optimization of FBG spectral characteristics there can be drawn the following conclusions:

- the most proper functions for minimizing the side lobes are: Gauss function, cosine and sine functions;
- Bragg grating length does not influence at the side lobes size.
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ТАЛШЫҚТЫ ОПТИКАЛЫҚ БРЭГ ТОРЛЫРА ПАРАМЕТРЛЕРІН ЗЕРТТЕУ ЖәНЕ ОНТАЙЛАНДЫРУ

Аннотация. Қазіргі уақытта талшықты Брэгг торлы (ТБТ) талшықты оптикалық эртурлі құрылыс
дарындағы негізгі элементтердің бірі болып табылады. Оптикалық талшықты Брэгг торлы – сыну көрсеткіші
талшық ұзындығы бойымен периодты озгеретін оптикалық талшықтың кесіндісі.

Бұл макала ТБТ негізгі сипаттамаларын есептеу және олшeu эдістері туралы қысқарған. Сономен қатар,
ТБТ сапалы жұмыс істей ушің оңайлы оптикалық параметрлерін анықтау толық әшіп қалыптаган.

Түкін сөзлер: Брэг талшықты торлы, математикалық модель, олшeu эдістери, тінді параметрлер, спектралды сипаттамалар.

ИССЛЕДОВАНИЕ И ОПТИМИЗАЦИЯ ПАРАМЕТРОВ ВОЛОКОННО-ОПТИЧЕСКИХ РЕШЕТОК БРЭГГА

Аннотация. Волоконные решетки Брэгга (ВРБ) широко используются в различных областях современной волоконной оптики. Каждая задача предъявляет особые требования к спектральным характеристикам ВРБ, которые задаются на стадии изготовления решеток. Изготовление и использование волоконно-оптических решеток Брэгга не представляет возможным без измерения их характеристик на каждом этапе изготовления самих решеток и приборов на их основе. Чтобы выбрать оптимальный параметр ВРБ, мы сравним параметр SGW с несколькими различными наиболее широко используемыми функциями аппроксимирования. При изготовлении ВРБ к их параметрам предъявляются жесткие требования. Наиболее важными параметрами волоконных решеток являются распределение амплитуды модуляции показателя преломления и закон изменения периода решетки вдоль продольной оси волокна. Отклонение этих параметров от требуемых значений приводит к ухудшению спектральных характеристик ВРБ. Запись или изготовление волоконных решеток Брэгга может быть классифицирована по типу используемого для записи лазера, длине волны излучения, методу записи, облучаемому материалу и типу решетки.

Статья посвящена методикам расчета и измерения основных параметров ВРБ, для качественной работы решетки необходимо определение оптимального параметра их характеристик.

Ключевые слова: волоконные решетки Брэгга, математическая модель, методы измерения, оптические параметры, спектральные характеристики.
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